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ABSTRACT
The success of parametric approaches to spatial sound reproduction and sound field navigation depend on the accuracy of the initial analysis and decomposition of the sound
field. In this work, the sector-based high-order extension to
intensimetric sound field analysis is evaluated in the context of 3D source localization. The evaluation is performed
with simulations of ideal spherical harmonic receiver signals using two intensimetric estimators: source directionof-arrival and sound field diffuseness. The technique is
first assessed for a single receiver with regard to influential factors of analysis order, source incidence angle, and
the presence of diffuse noise. The technique is then applied to 3D source localization, utilizing concurrent analyses from multiple receivers. Results for different analysis orders are compared and mitigating factors for robust
localization over a broad spatial region are discussed. Optimization strategies targeting specific conditions are proposed, tested, and found to improve localization accuracy.
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, rapid advances in augmented reality and
remote presence applications has brought renewed attention to virtual 3D sound reproduction. This is due to the
fact that accurate spatial sound is requisite to create a convincing sense of virtual presence, which is reinforced by an
auditory environment that is responsive to a listener that is
fully mobile. As such, there is increasing demand to accurately capture and reconstruct spatial sound scenes across
navigable space. A prerequisite to auditory scene reconstruction is effective sound field decomposition—inferring
the spatial organization and behavior of recorded sound
sources—which remains an open challenge.
Spherical microphone arrays (SMAs) have proven to be
a central tool in sound field capture and analysis, as they
offer an efficient and directionally consistent means of encoding incident sounds from all directions via a truncated
spherical harmonic (SH) series [1]. The resultant signals
comprise a spatial sound format, known as Higher Order
Ambisonics (HOA), representing a sound scene from one
point in space which can be rendered binaurally to headphones and rotated with a listener’s motion-tracked head
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movements.
Despite the utility of HOA, the listener’s auditory perspective is co-located with the SMA and cannot accurately
be shifted far beyond the recorded position in space [1],
which presents a problem for virtual sound field navigation. Numerous authors have sought to address these limitations by parametric decomposition of the recorded sound
field, whereby salient properties of the sound field are analyzed and parameterized to enable selective reconstruction
of the sound scene [2, 3]. Indeed, parametric approaches
have been used to extend the navigable range of singleperspective [4, 5] and multiperspective recordings [6].
Intensimetric sound field analysis offers an intuitive decomposition of the sound field into directional and a diffuse sound components [7] and is widely used in parametric spatial audio [2, 8]. Classical first-order intenismetric analysis offers only “global” sound field measures
so is of limited use in complex and multisource sound
scenes. However, the method has been adapted to exploit
the full spatial resolution and beamforming capabilities of
HOA signals to provide estimates of sound field parameters within confined angular regions, called sectors [9–11].
So-called sector-based parametric sound field decomposition has been shown to mitigate the adverse effects of concurrent sound sources to improve single-perspective sound
field recordings [2, 12].
Sector-based analysis is a promising approach to complex scene analysis, though its performance across multiple distributed receivers in 3D space has not been explored
and is the topic of this work. In what follows, the performance of sector-based sound scene analysis will be characterized from the perspective of source localization. In Section 2, intensimetric sound field analysis in the SH domain
and its extension to higher orders are reviewed. In Section
3, single-receiver DoA estimation using sector processing
is evaluated for prototype sound fields, which is extended
to 3D source localization by multiple concurrent analyses.
Conclusions are discussed in Section 4.
2. SOUND FIELD ANALYSIS
2.1 Sound Field Model
The pressure at a point in the sound field can be represented
as the sum of a directional amplitude distribution defined
across the unit sphere as
∫︁
𝑝=
𝑎(Ω) dΩ,
(1)
Ω

sity and energy by [13]
I𝑎 = −ℜ{𝑝vH },
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Figure 1. Pressure-velocity beam patterns (top row), spatially weighted by a second-order max-rE sector steered to
Ω = (75∘ , −50∘ ) (bottom row).

where the direction Ω = (𝜃, 𝜙) is comprised of inclination
𝜃∫︀ ∈ [0,
∫︀
∫︀ 𝜋𝜋] and azimuth 𝜙 ∈ [−𝜋, 𝜋] and
𝜋
dΩ
=
d𝜙
sin 𝜃 d𝜃 denotes integration over the
Ω
−𝜋
0
unit sphere. The acoustic particle velocity at that point in
the sound field is defined as [10]

u=−

1
𝑍0

∫︁
d(Ω)𝑎(Ω) dΩ = −
Ω

1
v,
𝑍0

(2)

where three orthogonal dipole patterns d(Ω) =
[𝑑𝑥 (Ω), 𝑑𝑦 (Ω), 𝑑𝑧 (Ω)]⊤ = [sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙, sin 𝜃 sin 𝜙, cos 𝜃]⊤
spatially weight the amplitude distribution to produce the
unnormalized Cartesian components of the particle velocity, represented by the signal vector v. Normalizing by the
characteristic impedance of air 𝑍0 = 𝑐𝜌0 yields the acoustic particle velocity.
The time-varying amplitude distribution of a sound field
may be encoded into a vector of spherical harmonic (SH)
signals by the Spherical Harmonic Transform (SHT)
∫︁
a(𝑡) = 𝒮ℋ𝒯 {𝑎(𝑡, Ω)} =
𝑎(𝑡, Ω)y(Ω) dΩ, (3)
Ω

2.2 Intensimetric Analysis
By proper normalization, a(𝑡) represents a conventional
ambisonic signal such that the zeroeth-degree component
corresponds to an omnidirectional pressure signal at the
origin and the first-degree components correspond to three
orthogonal dipoles. These signals can be transformed
into the pressure and unnormalized particle velocity of the
sound field (omitting the time dependence) by
[︂ ]︂
𝑝
= Wpv,1 a
v

(6)

where (·)H is the Hermitian transpose for complex signals,
or transpose for real signals, and ℜ{·} is the real operator.
The active intensity indicates the direction of net energy
transport, from which the direction-of-arrival (DoA) of a
sound source may be inferred. The magnitude of the active intensity in proportion to the overall energy, ‖I𝑎 ‖/𝐸,
indicates the normalized speed of energy propagation and
has been formulated into a correlative metric of sound field
diffuseness, defined as [14]
𝜓 =1−

2‖ℜ{𝑝vH }‖
‖I𝑎 ‖
=1−
.
𝐸
|𝑝|2 + vH v

(7)

This formulation of diffuseness 𝜓 ∈ [0, 1] has been defined as the ratio of locally confined energy [14], wherein
𝜓 = 1 indicates a purely directional sound field, as with
a single plane wave, and 𝜓 = 0 may indicate solely oscillatory, non-propagating energy, as would be observed in a
standing wave field. Diffuseness may also be interpreted as
the degree to which sound arrives from all directions with
equal probability [7], thereby 𝜓 = 0 may indicate a sound
field comprised of mutually uncorrelated, isotropically distributed plane waves, given a sufficient spatial or temporal
averaging. Numerous related intensimetric formulations of
diffuseness are compared in [7].
The diffuseness measure and DoA estimation for a mixed
field, comprised of a plane wave amid a diffuse field, will
vary according to the ratio of powers of the plane wave and
diffuse sound, called the direct-to-diffuse ratio (DDR) [7]
Γ=

E{|𝑝pw |2 }
,
E{|𝑝df |2 }

(8)

where E{·} is the expectation operator.
2.2.1 High-order Sector-based Intensimetric Analysis

where y(Ω) is a vector of real SHs evaluated at Ω.

apv =

(5)

(4)

where Wpv,1 is a transformation
√ matrix that scales the
first-degree components by 1/ 3 and re-orders them
to match Cartesian component ordering. The pressurevelocity signals derived from the SH domain can then produce correlative measures of the sound field active inten-

Beamforming spatial filters can be designed in the SH
domain to extract a direction-dependent signal from a
recorded sound field. Applying such a filter to a spatial
amplitude distribution generates a spatially-weighted pressure signal by
∫︁
𝑝w =
𝑤(Ω)𝑎(Ω) dΩ = w⊤ a,
(9)
Ω

where w is a vector of order-limited beamforming coefficients, corresponding to a directional gain pattern 𝑤(Ω).
Functions that generate the coefficients of common axisymmetric patterns, such as the ‘max-rE ’ pattern used
throughout this work, are found in [13]. Applying this directional gain on the dipole patterns of Equation (2) imposes further spatial selectivity on the resultant sound field
velocity components. The spatially-filtered pressure and
velocity components are considered to be local to a subregion of the sound field, a so-called sector, defined by the

the sector pattern 𝑤(Ω) [9]. The acoustic particle velocity
of the sound field sector is then
∫︁
1
1
uw = −
𝑤(Ω)d(Ω)𝑎(Ω) dΩ = − vw . (10)
𝑍0 Ω
𝑍0
The resulting weighted dipole patterns are visualized in
Fig. 1. The sector components, signals corresponding to
the pressure and velocity local to the sector, are formed
by [10, 11]
[︂ ]︂
𝑝
apv = w = Wpv,𝐿 a.
(11)
vw

(a)

The matrix Wpv,𝐿 = [ŵ, wx , wy , wz ]⊤ is comprised
of four beamforming coefficient vectors. The velocitybeamforming coefficients w𝑖 correspond to the spatiallyweighted dipole pattern of Equation (10) and are constructed through a transformation of the sector pattern coefficients w by
w𝑖 = A𝑖 w

for 𝑖 = {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧},

(12)

where A𝑖 are sparse, deterministic matrices with dimension (𝐿 + 1)2 × 𝐿2 and derive from the spherical expansion of the product of two spherical functions, as detailed
in [10]; which are independent of the sector pattern, so may
be pre-computed for the desired input SH order in practice.
Equations (9) and (11) show that both the velocity- and
pressure-beamforming weights will need to be of the same
order as the input HOA signal. However, because the
velocity-beamformers are the product of the sector pattern
and a first-order dipole pattern, w𝑖 will be one order higher
than w. It follows that, for a sound field signal of order 𝐿,
the sector pattern will need to be designed at order 𝐿 − 1.
As such, ŵ denotes the sector pattern coefficient vector w
zero-padded from length 𝐿2 to the length (𝐿+1)2 to match
the input order. Finally, the weighted pressure and velocity
signals of Equation (11) can be substituted into Equations
(5)-(7) to produce spatially-localized estimates of intensimetric sound field quantities, such as the diffuseness and
sound source DoA.
3. EVALUATION OF SECTOR-BASED SOURCE
LOCALIZATION
To evaluate the performance of sound field parameter estimation using sector processing, an acoustic scene is simulated 1 in MATLAB. Plane waves are encoded directly in
the SH domain accounting for the source DoA and distance to an ideal spherical harmonic receiver. Guassian
white noise is used to model uncorrelated source signals.
The isotropic diffuse noise component is modeled by plane
waves of white noise encoded in the directions of a 216point t-design and normalized to the target DDR using
Equation (8). The diffuse field level is set equally in all
receivers, according to the DDR of a reference sourcereceiver arrangement: a source in the “focal position" and
the Receiver 1, as depicted in Fig. 3a. Sources and receivers are located on a horizontal plane spanning a 24
m2 area. When higher-order analysis is performed, a sector from each receiver is steered toward the focal position,

(b)

Figure 2. DoA vectors (→) from an acoustic scene analysed at orders 𝐿 = [1, 4] with (a) an on-axis source, varying DDR, and (b) a source moving off-axis, Γ = 5 dB.
DoA vectors and overlaid sector patterns are normalized to
the distance between source (∘) and receiver (♦).
thereby relative source proximity is accounted for in the
constituent analyses. A temporal average of 3 ms is taken
of the power- and cross-spectral density terms of Equations (5)-(7) to exploit the time-ergodicity of the random
processes comprising the source and diffuse field signals,
which approximates the expectation operator in the statistical sound field model of Equation (8) [7].
3.1 Single Receiver DoA Estimation
The proportion of directional to diffuse energy observed
at the receiver location is central to DoA estimation. This
ratio is expressed by the vector I𝑎 /𝐸 in which the active
intensity, as a measure of net energy transport, will comprise a large proportion of the total energy in the case of a
single prominent sound source. Negating the vector gives
the DoA vector which points in the DoA of the propagating
energy. Its length is proportional to the sound field directivity, where low magnitude indicates high diffuseness.
DoA vectors resulting from first- and fourth-order analysis are shown in Fig. 5 for successive analysis frames over
a one second steady state. Sector processing is clearly advantageous in the case of an on-axis target source (Fig. 2a),
wherein off-axis noise is attenuated and the increased DDR
equates to an increased signal-to-noise ratio and improved
DoA estimates. However, the source energy is attenuated
if it moves off-axis from the sector (Fig. 2b) and the DoA
1
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method minimizes the sum of squared distance between
the estimated source position p̂ and the DoA projection
lines, with an optional weight 𝑤𝑗 which biases the estimate toward the 𝑗-th DoA vector. The system of equations
is solved directly or via
p̂ = R† q,

(14)

where † denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
(a) Scene layout: source (∘), receiver (♦), sector focal positions (△).
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(c) Localization performance by all three receivers.

Figure 3. Mean estimation error (MEE) of single-source
localization, with one standard deviation shaded. The first
position is at the focal position. Note the difference in
range between (b) and (c). Γ = 10 dB.
estimates are drawn away, toward sector pattern maximum,
as the diffuse field begins to dominate the spatially-filtered
DDR. There is a clear trade-off between the increased accuracy of on-axis high-order estimation and the angular
width in which the accuracy is maintained.
3.2 Multiple Receiver Source Localization
The advantages and caveats of high-order sector-based
processing carry forward into three-dimensional (3D)
source position estimation, here called source localization.
The task employs intensimetric DoA estimation across
multiple distributed SH receivers, requiring additional considerations of the number and arrangement of receivers to
optimize localization. Source position estimation is performed by a least squares solution to the intersection of
DoA projection lines
Rp = q,

(13)

with
R=

𝐾
∑︁
𝑗=1

⊤

𝑤𝑗 (I − 𝛾 𝑗 𝛾 𝑗 ), q =

𝐾
∑︁

⊤

𝑤𝑗 (I − 𝛾 𝑗 𝛾 𝑗 )r𝑗 ,

𝑗=1

where r𝑗 are the positions of 𝐾 receivers, and 𝛾 𝑗 are
the corresponding unit-length DoA estimate vectors. The

3.2.1 Single Source Localization
Localization performance is evaluated for eight source positions starting in the focal position and arcing outward to
a 90∘ incidence angle with Receiver 1. In this way the
DDR at the reference receiver will be constant, while the
DDR will vary with source position for the other receivers.
Figures 3b and 3c show the mean estimation error of localization for two- and three-receiver configurations, respectively. The performance of the two-receiver configuration shows both higher error and larger variance in estimation, when first-order processing is used (i.e. without
spatial filtering). The error is consistently lower at higher
orders in positions nearest to the focal position, but performance degrades as the source moves further away. In the
left configurations, for example, DoA estimation degrades
in Receiver 1 as the source moves off-axis. A corresponding degradation occurs in Receiver 2 as the DDR decreases
with the receding source. The error therefore compounds
for source positions farthest from the focal point. The right
two-receiver configuration of Fig. 3b is ill-conditioned for
the localization algorithm; for a source positioned between
the receivers, the DoA vectors approach collinear orientations and small errors result in large variance of intersection points. In this unstable condition the MEE peaks
at different source positions for different orders, and thus
lower-order processing is more preferable.
Localization is improved considerably with the addition
of a third receiver, as in Fig. 3c. In addition to improved
MEE overall, the error variance is made largely consistent across source positions. Estimation accuracy degrades
with increasing order for those source positions which
lie substantially off-axis from one or more receivers. In
Fig. 4a localization performance is extrapolated across the
broad regions. The region of highest localization accuracy
anchors to the focal position, further drawing toward the
centroid of the receiver arrangement where DoA vectors
would be maximally orthogonal.
3.2.2 With an Interfering Source
Localization error is evaluated for a second sound scene in
which the target source remains fixed in the focal position
and an equal-power interferer traverses the region enclosed
by the receivers. Figure 4b should be read as the error in
localizing a source at the focal position while an interferer
is located at the plotted position. As such, it can be more
informative to consider the areas in which the localization
deteriorates. Higher error is observed in regions where the
interferer approaches a receiver, but from a direction that
is misaligned with the target DoA. In such a case the energetic DDR for the nearby receiver will be dominated by the

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Mean estimation error (MEE) for localization of (a) a source traversing the observation region, and (b) a source
in the focal position (△) while an equal-power interferer moves throughout the same region. 𝐿 = [1, 4], Γ = 10 dB.
proximate interfering source, drawing the DoA estimates
toward it, away from the target. This is especially apparent
in the two-receiver configurations, where DoA bias more
strongly distorts the resulting localization. Shallower error contours with increasing order indicate the advantage
of sector processing to mitigate off-axis interference. The
peak accuracy at the focal position is naturally high on account of the interferer coinciding with the target source.
3.3 Estimation Refinement
3.3.1 Distance Weighting

3.3.2 Diffuseness Weighting
For scenarios in which it is known that an interfering
source or high DDR is degrading localization of a target
source, diffuseness estimation can inform the weighting of
Equation (13) and emphasize estimates with a higher degree of directional energy. The weighting scheme chosen
here is
𝑤𝑗 = max(𝜓𝑗 − 𝜗min , 𝜖),

Considering the impact of the DDR on localization accuracy, it follows that as a target source traverses an observed
region, the nearest receivers will likely have better DoA
estimates. This motivates an estimation weighting scheme
that modifies the contribution of each DoA vector to the
resultant localization by the weighting term of Equation
(13) [15]. The weighting scheme chosen for demonstration is
𝑤𝑗 = 1 −

ferer, thereby applying higher weights to receivers farther
from the target.

𝑑𝑗
(1 − 𝜗),
𝑑max

(15)

where 𝑑𝑗 is the Euclidean distance between the initial
source position estimate and the 𝑗-th receiver, for 𝑗 ∈
[1, 𝐾], and 𝑑max is the maximum of 𝐾 distances. 𝜗 ∈
[0, 1] represents a user-defined compression of the applied
weight range, whereby 𝜗 = 0 would fully diminish the
contribution of the farthest receiver and 𝜗 = 1 would remove distance-weighting.
Results for localization with distance weighting for a single source sound scene are shown in Fig. 5a. Comparing
the unweighted and distance-weighted localization techniques shows that the accuracy is increased for a larger
region, particularly extending into areas between adjacent
receivers, as the estimates from those nearer receivers are
given a greater weight. Note that this result would not
hold in the presence of an interferer because the initial
source position estimate will be drawn toward the inter-

(16)

where 𝜗min is a minimum expected diffuseness, accounting for the changing diffuseness bounds with sector order (refer to [10]). The max(·) operation ensures the
weighted contribution is positive non-zero, clipped at the
value 𝜖 > 0, which can also serve as a minimum contribution weight. Figure 5b shows the results of applying
diffuseness-weighted estimation to the interfering-source
scenario (see Fig. 4). The right panel shows improved
performance particularly in regions between adjacent receivers and where the interferer is proximate but off-axes
to a receiver.
4. CONCLUSIONS
An evaluation was presented of high-order sector-based
analysis of sound fields with distributed spherical harmonic receivers, in the context of 3D source localization.
After a review of intensimetric sound field analysis using
first- and higher-order SH signals, performance characteristics were evaluated for source direction-of-arrival (DoA)
estimation using ideal SH receivers. This was followed by
an evaluation of a 3D source localization scheme which
employed DoA estimates derived from analyses across
multiple distributed SH receivers. Across all evaluations,
it is clear that a primary advantage of sector-based analysis in source localization is the improvement of the directto-diffuse (DDR) for a target source signal (or similarly,
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Figure 5. Mean estimation error (MEE) for localization
with four receivers with estimation weight refinement by
(a) estimated source distance in a single-source scene, and
(b) diffuseness in the presence of an interferer. Left and
right panels show unweighted and weighted results, respectively. Γ = 10 dB.
the direct-to-interferer ratio), an effect which compounds
when using multiple receivers. However, the advantages of
higher-order processing diminish above a threshold angleof-arrival of the target source, which decreases with increasing order, contingent upon the DDR. As such, the region of highest localization accuracy consistently anchors
to the focal position of the sectors and further draws toward
the centroid of the receiver arrangement where projected
DoAs would be maximally orthogonal. A high receiver
count can minimize the impact of the erroneous analyses,
along with weighting the DoA estimates contributing to localization. Weighting schemes informed by the diffuseness
metric and the initial source distance estimate were found
to be beneficial under specific sound field conditions.
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